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ABSTRACT: Elevated Post-tensioned (EPT) construction is a concrete reinforcing process that is readily adopted 

globally due to its associated architectural freedom, construction efficiencies and structural resilience that offer short 

and long-term commercial benefits over other methods of construction. While post-tensioned construction can be used in 

conjunction with many types of structural elements, materials and structures - EPT refers to the construction of elevated 

(or suspended) concrete slabs used in the construction of multi-level commercial, retail, residential and car park 

buildings. There are some significant projects either completed or under construction in New Zealand and each has 

placed new demands on architects, structural engineers and constructors as they adapt to this form of construction. While 

this method has only emerged more recently in New Zealand, it was developed in the 1960s and EPT construction is 

prevalent throughout the UK, Singapore, Australia, UAE and the United States.  

 

The paper discusses the benefits of post-tensioned slabs and how these can be applied in selected buildings.  This will 

include discussion on thinner floor plates, reduced overall structural floor depth, longer spans, improved deflection 

control, weather proofing and opportunity for reduced craneage and enhancement of construction methodology on 

difficult sites.  The authors will utilise experience gained on a range of projects to describe how each of these factors is 

integrated into the project design and construction.  

 

New Zealand has specific requirements for seismic design that need careful consideration when incorporating post-

tensioned floor plates into a building. The paper describes key design considerations relating to lateral forces, building 

displacements, diaphragm action and detailing at beam/column/wall interfaces and how these are best integrated into 

the overall building design.  The paper does not cover the specific design of post-tensioned floors but rather how design 

responsibilities are coordinated to deliver fully developed designs in compliance with local regulatory requirements.         

 

Post-tensioned slabs have become a viable and effective flooring solution for multi-storey buildings and the learnings 

from recent New Zealand projects are documented to assist designers and constructors to optimise the use of this 

technique in selected buildings.     
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